Ismet writes:
It is great but it would be greater if we have chance to see it before our climb. It would be more helpful to
point to where was the crash site.
I translate the information from the video but there is not very important information.
the writing in the video says in Turkish ''23 Nisan 1959 yılında Suphan dagına dusen ıcınde cok gızlı belge
ve bılım adamı bulunduran Ingiliz uçağının enkazından geriye kalanlar '' means
What remains - pieces from the wreck- from the English airplane which was carrying very important
documents and scientist that was crashed on Suphan mountain in 23 April 1959
WHAT THE BOY SAYS IN THE VIDEO IS ' now I am recording the a few pieces that we found from the
aeroplane crash. The pieces spreading bad smell as well. The friend mention the pieces can spread
radiation too.
Later in the video between 6.11 and 8.40 minutes the boy with red t-shirt speaking with the pieces on the
screen he just tell the story he heard from others and it is not really serious information. He mention the
date of the crash as 1947 not 1959. But he describes the place where they found the pieces as '' east of
the crater lake''. This can be where we saw a little lake and took photo from the summit. He describes the
pieces may be from the engine of the plane by guessing it. He says some pieces can be in the crater lake
as well. He also mentions that villagers had taken some pieces down and used them in their home or stall
as building materials. This information was passing in the article that I also had found when I googled for
the crash before we went to Suphan.
For me this video is helpful for pointing the crash site better. Where we looked and GPS coordinates was
showing it was on the south west face before we reach the caldera of the volcan but these people
recording the pieces on stone- big scree stones which is very typical when you climb up to last summit bit
from the caldera.
The boy who shares the video also gives a link to this article about the crash and this was the news I had
read. I mentioned this link to you in the hotel before we climb the mountain.
Here it mentions that plane was carrying nucleer materials and it was carrying it to Woomera in South
Australia etc.
http://www.kokpit.aero/suphan-zirvesine-dusen-ingiliz-ucagi

